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Abstract: Wound irrigation is defined as the steady flow of a fluid across an open wound for the removal of bacteria,

necrotic tissue, and deeper debris. In a wound irrigation process, the surface pressure obtained at the wound is critical.

Correct pressure determination ensures that the pressure at the wound due to an irrigation device is enough for the removal

of bacteria and foreign debris, but not so high that it causes further tissue damage. Surface pressure measurements were

performed for three irrigation devices, including a 500-ml bottle with four holes in the pouring cap, a 60-ml MonojectTM

COVIDIENTM syringe, and an IRIG-8TM Wound Irrigation System from CENTURIONTM. The irrigation trials were

performed by a total of 20 participants consisting of doctors and nurses using the three devices (60 trials) at the Carolina

Medical Center Emergency Department, Charlotte, NC. The uncertainty in the pressure measurements was evaluated using

both Monte Carlo and analytical approaches, and the results are reported. It is anticipated that this study will help to

standardize irrigation pressure measurement within the medical community.
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1. Introduction

Each year there are millions of emergency department

visits for wound treatment in the USA [1]. Proper wound

management is essential to prevent infection and ensure

better and faster healing [2]. Rapid healing is best

accomplished by providing an optimized environment [3].

Wound irrigation is one of the most important features of

wound management [4] and is widely accepted as one of

the best methods for wound cleansing [5].

Wound irrigation is defined as the steady flow of a fluid

across an open wound for the removal of bacteria, necrotic

tissue, and deeper debris [6]. It also helps in visual

inspection of the wound by identifying source of bleeding

and determining if there is an emergency surgical concern

[2]. There are different methods of irrigating a wound.

Traditionally, devices such as bulb syringes, syringes with

an attached needle, and a plastic container with a cap or

nozzle have been used to deliver the irrigation fluid to the

wound. The medical devices presently used are designed to

provide a steadier wound pressure [2]. The three key fac-

tors that influence the efficiency of wound irrigation are

irrigation pressure, volume, and solution. Of these, the

irrigation solution is less important than the other two [7].

According to Mittra et al. [8], irrigation pressure is the

most important wound irrigation factor. Surface pressure

lower than the ideal will not be sufficient for bacterial

removal. Also, pressure higher than the ideal can cause

tissue damage and increase the potential for further con-

tamination [8].

High pressure irrigation has been widely described as an

important aspect of effective wound irrigation. However,

the required pressure has not been standardized within the

medical community. According to Wedmore et al. [9],

irrigation pressure between 103 and 172 kPa (15 psi and

25 psi) constitutes high pressure irrigation. In another

study, high pressure irrigation was defined from 34.5 to

55.2 kPa (5–8 psi) [10]. Singer et al. [3] identified pressure

greater than 48.3 kPa (7 psi) as high pressure irrigation.

Determining the actual wound surface pressure is required

to standardize ‘‘high pressure’’ irrigation.

A research study completed by Nicks et al. [2] points out

a lack of substantial literature regarding the deliverable

irrigation pressure, with many studies failing to measure

the actual pressure. Nicks et al. [2] also note that many

studies failed to describe the method used for measurement

of the wound pressure. Studies that do describe a method of
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measurement have done so using different models for the

irrigation pressure measurement. A standard method with

the evaluation of the measurement uncertainty is required

to improve understanding of irrigation pressure.

Classically, Bernoulli’s equation was used to measure

the impact pressure at the wound area. A study by Mittra

et al. [8] showed that the values obtained from Bernoulli’s

equation differ from the actual wound surface impact

pressure and, therefore, it does not offer an effective wound

pressure measurement. This is due to assumptions includ-

ing steady, incompressible, one dimensional, and laminar

flow. Mittra et al. [8] measured the pressure by directing

the stream from the irrigation device on a metal beam.

Bending of the beam deflected a laser onto a calibrated

wall scale. However, Mittra et al. [8] did not measure the

actual impact area, but rather assumed that the cross-sec-

tional area of the impact stream was equal to the cross-

sectional area of the respective exit lumen. Another limi-

tation of this study was that it took place in a controlled

environment and, therefore, did not represent a clinical

setting. Also, pressure measurement was a secondary pur-

pose in this study.

In a study by Singer et al. [4], two inline Transpac� IV

Disposable pressure transducers were used along with other

setup for measuring wound pressure using various irriga-

tion devices. However, as noted by Singer et al. [4], since

measurement in an open system is complex, the pressure

transducers measured pressure in a closed system. Hence,

the actual surface wound pressure was not measured in

these trials.

Here, surface wound pressure was calculated from

measurements of: (1) the fluid stream force at the point of

impact and (2) the cross-sectional area of the fluid at the

same location. The force was measured by a piezoelectric

force sensor; force data filtering was implemented in

MATLAB R2017a. The stream’s cross-sectional area was

calculated by using Canny edge detection in MATLAB

R2017a to locate the fluid stream edges and, therefore, the

fluid stream diameter. An uncertainty analysis was per-

formed to evaluate the pressure measurement uncertainty.

Based on the literature survey, this pressure measurement

has not been previously implemented and offers a first step

in standardizing wound surface pressure measurement in

clinical environments. The pressure calculation was com-

pleted for 20 participants using three different irrigation

devices: a 500-ml bottle with four holes in the pouring cap,

a 60-ml Syringe MonojectTM COVIDIENTM syringe, and a

Sterile IRIG-8TM Wound Irrigation System from CEN-

TURIONTM. The duration of each of the 60 trials was also

recorded. This duration was the time to administer 500 ml

of fluid to the target area.

2. Methodology

A setup was designed to perform the pressure measure-

ments and subsequent data analysis. This setup included a

3D printed target (a post that represented the wound area),

containers (to catch the fluid after impact), a Kistler

MiniDyn force dynamometer, and a digital single-lens

reflex (DSLR) camera to photograph the stream image

during fluid application. See Figs. 1 and 2.

Surface wound pressure was calculated from measure-

ments of: (1) the fluid stream force at the point of impact

and (2) the cross-sectional area of the fluid at the same

location. This location was selected because the stream

diameter varied between the device and target surface, in

general. The impact force was measured by the

dynamometer, while the impact area was determined from

the camera images and subsequent image processing in

MATLAB R2017a.

Time domain force data for all 60 trials was also ana-

lyzed in MATLAB. Measured z direction force data for a

single trial using the 60-ml syringe is shown in Fig. 3 (top

panel). Electrical noise was present in the measured data as

well as drift and a DC offset. A third-order low-pass But-

terworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 Hz was used to

attenuate high frequency noise. Drift compensation was

completed by finding the slope of the line passing through

the fluid impact start time and end time and then sub-

tracting that line from the force data set. Noise filtering,

slope removal, and DC offset removal were completed for

the measured force in all three directions separately (Fx, Fy,

and Fz). The components were then combined vectorially

to obtain the resultant force (F). The same process was

followed for all 60 trials.

x/y axes are parallel to table top
z axis is ver�cal

Target area (top 
of the post)

Kistler 
MiniDyn 

dynamometer

y
z

x

Fig. 1 Target and dynamometer setup
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The cross-sectional impact area of the fluid stream was

estimated by locating the edges of the stream close to the

point of impact from its digital image captured during fluid

application. The distance between the edges provided the

diameter of the impact area which, in turn, was converted

into the cross-sectional area of the fluid. The Canny edge

detection algorithm was applied in this study. An edge

detection example using the 60-ml syringe is shown in

Fig. 4.

The time-dependent fluid stream pressure was calculated

by dividing the time-dependent force by the total stream

impact area. This was done for each participant using all

three irrigation devices. Also, an uncertainty analysis was

completed to evaluate the measured pressure uncertainty

for each trial.

3. Uncertainty analysis

Every measurement result has an associated uncertainty. It

is essential to evaluate this uncertainty to fully describe the

measurement result. By the law of propagation of uncer-

tainty, the combined standard uncertainty of the dependent

variable, or measurand (fluid stream pressure in this case),

can be determined analytically by combining the uncer-

tainties in the independent variables (force due to fluid

impact and total stream impact area). Equations 1–3 show

the pressure equations for the three irrigation devices,

where Pi is the time-dependent fluid stream pressure, Ai is

the total impact area of the fluid stream(s), Fi is the time-

dependent force, pD is the average pixel count of the post

top between edges, pdi is the average pixel count of the

impact stream, D is the diameter of the post top/target area,

and i = 1 (bottle with four holes in the cap, but two streams

due to merging of the flow from the four holes), 2 (syringe

with a single stream), and 3 (pressurized irrigation system

with five holes and five streams).

P1 ¼
F1

A1

¼ F1

2p Dpd1
2pD

� �2 ¼
2F1p

2
D

pD2p2d1
ð1Þ

P2 ¼
F2

A2

¼ F2

p Dpd2
2pD

� �2 ¼
4F2p

2
D

pD2p2d2
ð2Þ

Force data 
collec�on
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DSLR 
camera 
for fluid 
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Fig. 2 Photograph of the experimental setup
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P3 ¼
F3

A3

¼ F3

5p Dpd3
2pD

� �2 ¼
4F3p

2
D

5pD2p2d3
ð3Þ

As per GUM [11, 12], the combined standard

uncertainty of a measurand (which is influenced by input

variable uncertainties) is described as the square root of the

sum of the products of squares of the input uncertainties

and the squares of the sensitivity coefficients (i.e., partial

derivative of the measurand with respect to the selected

input). See Eq. 4, where uc is the combined standard

uncertainty, ci is a sensitivity coefficient, ui is an input

standard uncertainty, and the correlation between input

variables has been taken to be zero. Therefore, to find the

combined standard uncertainty the sensitivity coefficients

and the standard uncertainties needed to be determined.

uc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

i
c2i u

2
i

q
ð4Þ

The sensitivity coefficients were evaluated at the mean

pressure for each measurement. The method for calculating

the mean values of the input quantities (F, D, pD, pd) is

described in the following paragraphs.

For F, the following steps were used. First, the time

interval for the applied pressure was determined. For the

pressurized device, there was a single interval per trial. For

the bottle and syringe, however, there were multiple

intervals (to reach the distributed volume of 500 ml). In all

cases, the interval was identified by two points based on the

start and end points (Fig. 5 shows an example for the bottle

with four holes). The force data for the interval were

truncated to contain only force data between these start and

end points. The mean force value of the trial was then

calculated by taking the mean value of the truncated force

data.

The diameter of the post top (D) was measured using a

digital Vernier calliper (Mitutoyo CD-6 ASX). This was

taken as the mean value. From the post diameter image, the

number of pixels between the edges of the post top diam-

eter, pD, was taken as the mean value. The mean value of

pd was found by counting the number of pixels between the

edges of the fluid stream near the impact location or by

calculating the average number of pixels in the case of

multiple fluid streams.

The sensitivity coefficients, ci, were determined by

calculating the partial derivatives of the measurand (P in

this case) with respect to the input quantities: F, D, pD, and

pd. For the bottle with four holes in the pouring cap, the

sensitivity coefficients were calculated using Eqs. 5–8.

oP1

oF1

¼ 2p2D
pD2p2d1

ð5Þ

oP1

oD
¼ � 4F1p

2
D

pD3p2d1
ð6Þ

oP1

opD
¼ 4F1pD

pD2p2d1
ð7Þ

oP1

opd1
¼ � 4F1p

2
D

pD2p3d1
ð8Þ

Similarly, the sensitivity coefficients were calculated for

the syringe device and the pressurized irrigation device by

Fig. 5 Force for bottle with four holes in pouring cap
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taking the partial derivatives of P with respect to the

corresponding input quantities (F, D, pD, pd).

The standard uncertainties were set equal to the standard

deviations of the corresponding inputs: F, D, pD, and pd.

The uncertainty in F was calculated form the noise floor of

the force data. The force data were truncated between the

start of the sampling time and the start of the force interval.

The standard deviation of these values was calculated and

taken to be the uncertainty in F.

The uncertainty in D was obtained from the specifica-

tions for the digital calliper since it was used for the

measurement of the diameter of the post top (target area).

The value represented as ‘‘accuracy’’ by the manufacturer

was taken to be the standard uncertainty in D.

The uncertainty in pD was determined by calculating the

pixel count of 10 rows of values between post top edges at

the impact point of the stream. The standard deviation of

the 10 adjacent pixel count values was taken as the stan-

dard uncertainty.

Similarly, the uncertainty in pd was determined by cal-

culating the pixel count of 10 rows of values as close as

possible to the impact point of the stream. The standard

deviation of the 10 adjacent pixel count values was taken as

the standard uncertainty.

Substituting the sensitivity coefficient expressions and

the standard uncertainties, the combined standard uncer-

tainty can be written as shown in Eq. 9. The expanded

uncertainty, U, was obtained by multiplying the combined

standard uncertainty by a coverage factor, k. A coverage

factor of 2 was selected here; see Eq. 10. Using Eq. 10, the

expanded uncertainty values for the 20 participants using

the three irrigation devices were calculated.

ucðPÞ ¼
oP

oF

� �2

u2ðFÞ þ oP

oD

� �2

u2ðDÞ
 

þ oP

opD

� �2

u2ðpDÞ þ
oP

opd

� �2

u2ðpdÞ
!0:5 ð9Þ

UðPÞ ¼ kucðPÞ ð10Þ

Alternately, Monte Carlo simulation [13] may be

applied to evaluate the pressure measurement uncertainty.

In this case, the measurand uncertainty is evaluated by:

1. Defining the relationship between the inputs and

outputs: in this case the pressure expressions are

defined by Eqs. 1–3 for the three irrigation devices

using four inputs: force, pixel count for the post/target,

pixel count for the fluid stream near the impact

location, and the post/target diameter

2. Defining the input distributions: normal distributions

(with a standard deviation equal to the standard

uncertainty) were assumed for each input in this

analysis

3. Randomly sampling from each input distribution to

calculate one possible output

4. Repeating this process many times to obtain the output

distribution.

To demonstrate the Monte Carlo approach and compare

the uncertainty with the analytical GUM approach, the

measurement data from one participant using the bottle

with four holes are provided in Table 1. The mean values

and standard uncertainties for the force, F1, pixel count for

the post/target, pD, pixel count for the fluid stream near the

impact location, pd1, and the post/target diameter, D, were

determined as described previously.

Using Eq. 1, the mean value of the pressure, P1, is

7.523 kPa. The combined standard uncertainty obtained

from Eqs. 5–9 is 194.3 kPa. Figure 6 displays the his-

togram for the P1 distribution from 1 9 106 Monte Carlo1

iterations (100 bins was selected for plotting purposes).

The mean is 7.524 kP, and the standard deviation is

194.3 kPa. This level of agreement between the Monte

Carlo and analytical approaches was observed for all cases.

4. Results

Figure 7 shows the mean pressure obtained for all 20

participants using the three irrigation devices. The error

bars represent the expanded uncertainty (k = 2) obtained

from the Monte Carlo simulation approach. It is observed

that the mean pressure obtained from all participants is the

highest for the 60-ml syringe. The bottle with four holes in

the pouring cap had the lowest mean pressure. However,

the pressure uncertainty for the syringe was also the

highest.

Figure 8 displays the mean of all the mean pressures

obtained using each irrigation device. It was calculated by

taking the mean of the mean pressure for each participant

using the selected irrigation device. The error bars repre-

sent the mean of the expanded uncertainties.

Table 1 Input values for Monte Carlo and analytical analysis

comparison

F1 (N) pD (pixels) pd1 (pixels) D (m)

Mean values

0.041 562 34.3 0.03052

Standard uncertainties

0.0008 0.82 0.28 5.1 9 10-5

Par33 The MATLAB code used to produce Fig. 6 is included in

‘‘Appendix’’ for the interested reader.
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From Fig. 8, the mean pressure of all the participants

using an irrigation device was:

• Bottle with four holes in the pouring cap: 10.28 kPa

• Syringe: 80.95 kPa

• Pressurized device: 15.50 kPa.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the mean, maximum, and

minimum pressures obtained by the participants using the

three irrigation devices. The upper and lower endpoints of

the error bars represent the maximum and minimum cal-

culated pressure for the selected participant over all inter-

vals in the trial. For the bottle and syringe, there were

multiple intervals, so these maximum and minimum values

were selected from all intervals in a single trial. For the

pressurized device, these values were obtained from the

single interval in the trial.

Fig. 6 Histogram (100 bins) for P1 from Monte Carlo simulation

(1 9 106 iterations)
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Figure 12 displays the mean force obtained for all 20

participants using the three irrigation devices. For this

result, the total stream area was not considered. Rather, the

total impact force was considered only.

Figure 13 displays the duration of each trial for all 20

participants using the three irrigation devices. The trial

started when the fluid impacted the target area and ended

when the full 500 ml of irrigation fluid was dispensed. The

mean duration of a single trial was the highest for the 60-ml

syringe. The pressurized irrigation device required the least

time and was most consistent.

The mean durations of the trials (i.e., the time taken for

a participant to dispense 500 ml using an irrigation device)

were:

• bottle with four holes in the pouring cap: 81 s

• syringe: 172 s

• pressurized device: 17 s.

5. Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to serve the medical com-

munity by studying the pressure imposed on wounds by

three common irrigation devices, reporting the experi-

mental techniques, and evaluating the measurement

uncertainty using both analytical and Monte Carlo

approaches. To collect data for the study, 20 doctors and

nurses conducted wound irrigation trials using: (1) a bottle

with four holes in the pouring cap; (2) a syringe; and (3) a

pressurized irrigation device. The motivation for the study

was based on a literature review. The current literature

does not contain a standard pressure measurement method

for wound irrigation. Further, there is no consensus on what

pressure is required for proper irrigation. It is anticipated

that this study will help to standardize irrigation pressure

measurement within the community.

The study results are summarized here. From Fig. 7, it

can be observed that the mean pressure obtained from all

participants was highest for the 60-ml syringe. The bottle

with four holes in the pouring cap had the lowest mean

pressure. However, the pressure uncertainty for the syringe

was also the highest. Further, the standard deviation of

mean pressures from all participants (as shown in Fig. 8)

was the highest for the syringe. The pressurized irrigation

device had the lowest standard deviation of mean pressures

from all participants.

Observing Fig. 13, the mean duration of a single trial

(500 ml dispensation of fluid) was the highest for the 60-ml

syringe. The pressurized irrigation device required the

lowest time. It was also observed that the standard devia-

tion of trial durations is maximum for the 60-ml syringe

and minimum for the pressurized irrigation device.
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Appendix: MATLAB code used to produce Fig. 6
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